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1. Overview

1.Overview

1.1 Aim
The aim of this Waste Management Plan is to provide direction on how RMIT can improve
waste management practices in the operation and development of our campuses. The
plan is designed to courage the reduction, reuse and recycling of materials, diverting waste
from landfill.

1.2 Benefits
RMIT is committed to the practice of incorporating sustainability principles and practices
into learning and teaching, research and operational activities. This waste management
plan directly supports the RMIT Strategic Plan to 2020: Goal 4: Managing resources for
long term value – Priority 4: Improve environmental sustainability.
The benefits that can be realised through improved waste management include:
 Conserving resources through waste minimisation activities – eliminating the use of
materials in the first instance avoids unnecessary consumption of resources and the
need for future disposal.
 Improved natural resources use – by recycling products, the raw materials found within
these products are recovered, which increases the efficiency of this process as it can
take a lot of energy and water to extract and refine raw materials from the earth.
 Educating our community that materials considered to be ‘waste’ are valuable
resources.
 Reduced greenhouse gas emissions – by disposing of old products to landfill, the
embodied energy used to originally make them is lost. Recycling can help us recover
some of this energy. Organic waste that is diverted from landfill also has less of an
impact on the climate by reducing the amount of methane that is produced.
 Reducing land contamination – aside from the physical space that landfills require, many
materials in products that end up in waste contain hazardous substances. Over time
these substances can leach into the soil, groundwater and surface water causing an
environmental hazard that can last for many years.
 Reduced cost – waste disposal is becoming increasingly expensive and in general waste
(landfill) disposal costs much higher than recycling costs. By reducing the amount of waste
and the amount of waste to landfill, RMIT can push drive down costs associated with waste.

1.3 Objectives and Targets
Objective 1: Develop a comprehensive waste dataset for each campus to track the waste
management baseline.
Objective 2: Communicate positive waste management practices to our community to
promote waste diversion from landfill and minimise the overall waste profile.
Objective 3: Implement improved waste infrastructure to promote better waste
segregation behaviours amongst our community.
Objective 4: Utilise better processes to drive time and cost efficiencies in service provider
activities.
Objective 5: Continually improve waste diversion from landfill.

Target:
Achieve a 5%
improvement of
waste diverted
from landfill
annually
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2. Context

2.1 Waste Management in Australia
Australia has a National Waste Policy (2009) sets Australia’s waste management direction
to 2020. The policy heralds a coherent, efficient and environmentally responsible approach
to waste management in Australia. The policy identified six key areas to meet the aims of
the policy, these being: taking responsibility, improving the market, pursuing sustainability,
reducing hazard and risk, tailoring solutions and providing the evidence. The policy is
designed to complement other government action to deliver greenhouse gas emission
reductions, reduce energy and water, support jobs and invest in future long term economic
growth. In April 2018, the Commonwealth, State and Territory Environment Ministers
agreed to reduce the amount of waste generated in Australia.
On 1 January 2018, China reclassified what it would accept from other countries in relation
to recyclable wastes, by setting the acceptable contamination level for plastics at 0.05%,
down from 10% previously. This has had a profound impact on the Australian recycling
industry, by increasing operating costs and reducing re-processing options. This has led
to recycling facilities stockpiling recyclables and, in some cases, sending recyclables are
being sent directly to landfill. The updated National Waste Policy (2018) aims to address
some of these issues, aiming to divert 80 per cent of waste from landfill by 2030, and
reduce waste generated by each Australian by 10% by 2030.

2.2 Waste Management in Victoria
Victoria’s population is increasing and with it the amount of waste that is being produced.
Current expectations are that the total amount of waste generated will grow from 12.2 million
tonnes from 2011-12 to almost 20.6 million tonnes in 2043-44. Victoria recovers 66% of its
waste, however valuable materials are still sent to landfill (Sustainability Victoria, 2015).
The State-wide Waste and Resource Recovery Infrastructure Plan is a 30-year vision that
will help position Victoria as a national leader in resource recovery and waste management.
The plan looks at effectively managing waste to protect public health, community amenity
and the natural environment. It is an integrated plan that provides an overarching view that
guides the development of cascading regional waste and resource plans.
Through a consultation process with local communities, councils and industry, regional
waste and resource implementation plans are being developed to reflect the needs of each
region in Victoria, and to ensure these needs are met.

2.3 University Sector
Numerous Australian Universities have set quantitative targets for waste management,
the targets and recycling rates vary significantly between institutions. The recycling rates
for University of Technology Sydney (UTS) and Federation University demonstrates that
a higher rate of recycling is achievable for a university. However, the case of UTS the
recycling rates reflect the facilities available in NSW, with all their general waste being
processed through a materials recovery facility.
RMIT undertakes regular benchmarking and information sharing with other universities
through networks such as Australasian Campuses Towards Sustainability (ACTS), the
Tertiary Sustainability Network (Victoria) and the Tertiary Education Facilities Management
Association (TEFMA).
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Figure 1: Benchmarking of ATN and Victorian Universities – TEFMA Benchmarking Data
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2. Context

2.4 RMIT Waste Profile
In 2016 RMIT appointed a new waste contractor and standardised the methodology for
data collection and reporting, prior to this data was unreliable and inconsistent. The below
graph provides RMIT’s waste profile for primary waste streams in 2018. Property Services
will continue to work with service providers and contractors to further strengthen landfill
diversion rates and the accuracy of waste data.
Figure 2: RMIT Waste Profile (2018)
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Table 1: Waste data (tonnes)
General Waste

Recycling

Total

Recycling Rate

2016

897

258

1155

22.3%

2017

919

252

1151

20.1%

2018

987

278

1264

Assumptions
 Mass is calculated by volume – this method assumes all waste bins that are emptied are
full and a generic figure is used to convert volume to mass. These two assumptions can
lead to misleading figures.
 Data is not holistic – does not include construction waste, confidential waste, hazardous
waste, organics waste and other smaller contracts held directly by other RMIT Schools/
Colleges.
 Data is currently entered in the Envizi platform on a whole-of-university basis; suggest
further granularity of data be entered in Envizi to show each campus and drive
improvements in the dataset.
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2.5 Waste Hierarchy
Australia has always had a strong recycling ethos however, there needs to be a greater
focus on avoidance and reuse. Avoidance and reuse can have a bigger impact on the
waste management process, eliminating waste from the system. The waste management
hierarchy (EPA Victoria, 2016) is a principle of the Environmental Protection Act 1970
and provides a framework to decision making with management options listed in order of
preference. As such, RMIT aims to prioritise avoidance and reuse activities.
One of RMIT’s core values is ‘imagination’, which means that we value innovation and
creativity as essential qualities of our work and resources for the economy and society.
As RMIT gets better at managing the three primary waste streams, we will switch our
focus to improving specialised waste streams, such as polystyrene, soft plastics, e-waste
and organics. The Sustainability Team is open to ideas from across University on how to
improve our waste management. We are committed to developing, applying and sharing
new ideas and perspectives. RMIT will remain open to trialling and implementing new
solutions to drive continuous improvement within the whole waste hierarchy.
Figure 3: Waste Management Hierarchy
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Source: (EPA Victoria, 2016)

2. Context

The focus of waste management initiatives at RMIT University is the implementation in the
following order of preference:
 Avoidance/minimisation of waste – reducing the amount of waste produced
 Reuse and recycling of waste – thinking of it waste as a resource
 Responsible disposal of waste – improving recycling and resource recovery systems
The figure below highlights the steps that should be undertaken when thinking about
dealing with certain wastes on campus, including consideration for working safely.
Figure 4: RMIT waste management approach

Be Informed

Work Safety

Receive an induction
on the waste
management plan
and task specific
training as appropriate
to assist with the
implementation of
this plan in a safe a
 nd
effective way.

Develop appropriate
safe work method
statements (SWMS)
based of the tasks
being performed
and transportation
methods employed.

Avoid, Reduce
or Reuse

Separate Recycling
from Waste

Look for ways to
produce less waste,
avoid generating
waste by only what
you need, reduce the
quantity of, or reuse
waste products.

Separate recyclables
from waste at the
time the waste is
generated and avoid
contamination of
recycling bins.
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2.6 Constraints
RMIT University presents a unique environment for the end-to-end management of waste.
There are certain challenges that RMIT faces when it comes to implementing improved
waste management infrastructure and practices. This plan looks at overcoming some of
these constraints by improving waste systems, processes and community engagement.
These challenges can be summarised as follows:
 Spatial constraints: due to the nature of our building stock there are inadequate back
of house areas, waste collection areas and fit-for-purpose waste infrastructure.
 City centre locations: restricted access on campus and high levels of space utilisation.
 RMIT has a diverse range of buildings with different functional uses and layouts – this
makes it hard to implement standardised systems and reduces opportunities for
centralisation.
 University profile: our students and staff have a diverse range of backgrounds and
cultures and may not be familiar with recycling practices.
 Specialised waste streams: with volumes too small or complex to sort for recycling.
 Control structures: school function such as laboratories and workshops are that not
directly under Property Services control.
 Support facilities: flux in recycling markets and insufficient processing options in
Victoria change and limit materials that can be sent for recycling.
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3.1 Bin System
RMIT University is committed to standardising the forward-facing waste disposal
infrastructure. Appendix A outlines the standard that should be adhered to for all RMIT
projects. RMIT University has three standard waste streams, general waste (landfill),
mixed recycling and paper & cardboard, with the acceptance criteria for each given in
the Waste Management Work Instruction (Appendix D). Wastes that fall outside these
acceptance criteria and bulk volumes can be defined as specialist waste streams.
RMIT has commenced a roll-out the three-bin system across all campuses within office
areas (including the removal of under desk bins). Research has shown that the removal
of under desk bins increases recycling rates and significantly reduces the use of plastic
bin liners. Communal areas and kitchens utilise the same system with general waste
(landfill) and mixed recycling provision, with paper & cardboard deployed to printer and
utility areas.
Property Services works with areas which generate high volumes or have specialist
waste requirements to develop solutions. These waste streams will be assessed on a
case-by-case basis.
Currently, RMIT also has processes in place for the following waste streams:
 Batteries

 Toner cartridges

 Fluorescent tubes

 Furniture reuse/recycling

 E-waste

 Organics trial (retail)

RMIT University has plans to roll out further waste streams, see Section 4:
Implementation.

3.2 Contractor Management
RMIT University is responsible for ensuring that all contractors maintain high standards
of work and comply with all legislative and RMIT University requirements. This is
managed through the tender and procurement process and built into individual
contracts. Cleaning and Waste Contractors responsibilities include:
 Having standard operating procedures for collection/disposal of waste.
 Demonstrating staff are properly trained in waste segregation, disposal methods and
how to address contamination.
 Providing on-time and relevant waste reporting data.
 Provide suitable and appropriate bins to RMIT for collection.
 Provide support to enable recycling of ad-hoc waste streams.
 Driving continuous improvement is the reduction, reuse and recycling of materials.
Audits are conducted by the Property Services Sustainability Team to ensure the above
is occurring as part of an Integrated Management System.

Research has shown
that the removal
of under desk bins
increases recycling
rates and significantly
reduces the use of
plastic bin liners.

3. RMIT Waste Management

3.3 Planning & Design
Project design can have a major impact on the operational efficiencies of our buildings.
When a project properly considers waste management there is often positive long-term
result for landfill diversion rates.
This section outlines how RMIT Property Services should direct consultants and
construction contractors during the design and construction phases.
RMIT Project Managers assigned to a project should follow the below process:
 Ensure designers/ architects adhere to the RMIT Design Standards and Waste
Management Plan. Allocate sufficient budget for waste management infrastructure.
 Arrange a consultation process with the future occupant of the space and architect/
designer to discuss the waste management requirements. Where there are specialist
requirements, consult the Property Services Facilities Manager to develop solutions
prior to construction.
 Assess if items of furniture can be reused from the existing fit-out or taken from the
furniture storage catalogue.
 For more complex projects, such as a new build or major refurbishment, an
Operational Waste Management Plan should be developed in accordance with the
guidelines in Appendix B. This should involve all stakeholders involved in the process,
including the Sustainability and Facilities Asset Management teams and external
specialists, where appropriate.

3.4 Construction
The construction and demolition industries generate over one-third of all waste going to
landfill (Sustainability Victoria, 2016), with over 75% of this waste being clean excavated
material, concrete, bricks and timber. Property Services Group manages the University’s
Capital Development plan each year with significant scope to reduce the amount of
waste going to landfill.
The Gateway framework for project management in Property Services allows for
technical reviews of all capital projects. During this process the Sustainability Team can
request the development of a waste management plan or specific waste controls. The
requirement for a project waste management plan forms part of the request for tender/
contract process. The Project Waste Management Plan Checklist (Appendix E), should
be utilised to evaluate the plan quality. The project waste management plan should be
tracked throughout the project to ensure processes are correctly followed. Construction
and demolition waste is a specialist waste and must not enter the general RMIT waste
stream. The contractor is responsible under the capital works contract to dispose of
waste responsibly as part of the project cost.
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Construction Waste Reporting and Targets
For several years projects developed under the Green Star framework have formally
recorded construction and demolition waste figures and landfill diversion rates. In 2018
RMIT began to collate construction and demolition waste data for all Capital projects.
Monthly reports are now requested from contractors clearly stating both the landfill and
landfill diversion (recycled/reused) figures. The data will be tracked on an annual basis to
inform waste management initiatives and future targets.
Once a benchmark figure for construction and demolition waste has been established,
targets will be developed in line with Green Star rating tools. Projects can use either as a
fixed benchmark or percentage benchmark as detailed below:
 Fixed benchmark equal to or less than 3.5 kg/m3 defined in kilograms of waste per
square metre of Usable Floor Area (UFA).
 Percentage benchmark Project teams can demonstrate that at least 90% of the waste
generated during construction and demolition has been diverted from landfill. Waste
shall be reported in kilograms.

3.5 Responsibilities
The below table outlines the high-level roles and responsibilities of key personnel
associated with the implementation of this plan.
Table 2: Responsibilities in RMIT waste management
Role

Responsibility

Property Services –
Sustainability






Property Services –
Facility Asset Management

 Implementation of operational elements including waste systems and coordination of service providers

Property Services –
Real Estate Services

 Management of retail tenants
 Primary contact point for tenants to raise issues

Property Services –
Vendor Management

 Management of service provider contracts
 Tracking performance

Property Services –
Capital Works

 Following the Gateway process and design standards to incorporate waste management into projects
 Ensuring that project level waste management plans and operational plans are developed
 Submit contractor C&D waste data to sustainability@rmit.edu.au

Property Services –
Service Desk

 Managing enquiries and raising work requests propserv.service.desk@rmit.edu.au

Cleaning Contractor

 Collection of onsite waste from university grounds
 Follow standard operating procedures
 Implementation of new initiatives in cleaning practices

Consultation, development and monitoring of the waste management plan
Compiling internal/external reports
Environmental Management (IMS)
Communication/engagement with the wider university

3. RMIT Waste Management

Role

Responsibility

Waste Contractor

 Collection of waste
 Implementation of new initiatives in waste practices
 Reporting of waste data to RMIT

Construction Contractors

 Development of project level waste management plans
 Identify opportunities for reuse and recycling
 Dispose of project waste in a responsible manner

Tenancies/ Retailers

 Dispose of waste correctly
 Be supportive of changes to RMIT waste systems

Waste Audit Consultant

 Provide accurate data for analysis

Staff

 Be supportive of changes to RMIT waste system
 Use the system effectively and report issues

Students

 Use the waste infrastructure as designed
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4. Implementation

4.1 Waste Management Action Plan
The following table outlines the initiatives that need to be undertaken at RMIT to achieve
the objective if this plan. The actions will be updated annually to track progress and
develop new initiatives.
Table 3: Action Plan
Action

Responsibility

Completion

Implement recycling collection points on each campus to accommodate low-volume
recyclable streams (i.e. batteries, cosmetics, mobile phones) and increase awareness of
recycling with RMIT community

Sustainability/
Facilities & Asset
Management (FAM)

Q2 2019

Standardise all exterior bins across all campuses with two bin system

Sustainability/FAM

Complete

Implement standardise office recycling system across all campuses
(removing under-desk bins)

Sustainability/FAM

Complete

Pilot organics recycling with a retailer

Sustainability/FAM

Complete

Implement organics recycling program for retailers and potentially other areas where
organics segregation can be controlled (minimising contamination)

Sustainability/
FAM/Leasing

Complete

Sustainability Annual Works – Build bin enclosure at Brunswick campus

Property Services

2019

Sustainability Annual Works – Build waste transfer station in Carlton for contractors
to segregate waste and recycling

Property Services

2019

Work with Procurement Team to minimise waste and encourage take-back schemes with
suppliers

Sustainability/
Procurement

On-going

Identify opportunities to eliminate waste streams from RMIT processes

All

On-going

Promote use of the Sustainable Events Guide – explore the development of a washstation and crockery library for events

Sustainability/
Event Teams

2019

Create a catalogue of reusable and meaningful items to be used for giveaways

Sustainability/
Event Teams

2019

Work with Campus Store to provide a range of reusable items

Sustainability/
Campus Store

2019

Work with campus retailers to offer discounts for the use of bring your own
reusable items

Sustainability/
Leasing Team

2019

Further develop furniture catalogue and strengthen furniture reuse in capital project

Capital Works/FAM

2019

Undertake feasibility on extending Asset Management register to include FF&E tagging

Sustainability/ FAM

2019

Implementing food reuse programs for retailers and catering (OzHarvest or similar)

Sustainability/
Leasing

2019

Waste infrastructure

Waste Minimisation

Reuse and recycling
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Action

Responsibility

Completion

Implement an e-waste collection process (exc ITS current asset recycling and leasing)

Sustainability/ ITS

2019

Further develop training programs for cleaning staff to ensure competency in standard
operating procedures such that recycling, and disposal processes are effective.

Sustainability/ FAM

On-going

Strengthen reporting accuracy, granularity and chain for custody to establish clear
baselines and targets for all material streams.

Sustainability/ FAM

2019

Gateway and Design Standard – Ensure that project design considers operational waste
management, especially where users of the space will be generating high volumes or
specialist waste streams.

Sustainability/ PMO/
Capital Works

On-going

Support Schools & Colleges in implementing waste initiatives including labs.

Sustainability/
Colleges

2020

Increase awareness of reduce and recycle initiatives to staff and students through comms
channels.

Sustainability

On-going

Create staff reuse/recycling champions through the Green Impact Program.

Sustainability

On-going

Leverage RMIT research capabilities on waste management, food waste reduction and
circular economy principles.

Sustainability

On-going

Create student reuse/recycling champions through the Sustainability Ambassadors
Program.

Sustainability

On-going

Assist Student Life Team and RUSU to support student-led initiatives .

Sustainability

On-going

Showcase student and alumni innovations which produce waste management.

Sustainability

On-going

Engage with local councils to support wider community waste initiatives.

Sustainability

On-going

Identify funding sources for waste management initiatives.

Sustainability

On-going

Raise awareness of how to report incidents of incorrectly disposed of waste.

Sustainability/ FAM

Complete

Embed reuse and recycling initiatives within learning & teaching programs and support
student projects.

Sustainability

On-going

Utilise Supply Chain Sustainability School to provide online learning models on waste.

Sustainability

On-going

Continue to produce ‘Environmental Alerts’ through Contractor Safety mailing list to raise
awareness of waste management practices with contractors and retailers.

Sustainability

On-going

Reuse and recycling (cont.)

Engagement
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5.1 Waste Monitoring
Monitoring of waste metrics promotes continual improvement in waste management
processes. The table below conveys the relevant roles and responsibilities to monitoring
waste at RMIT.
Table 4: Roles and responsibilities and frequency of waste monitoring
Role

Responsibility

Frequency

Waste volume reporting to RMIT

Waste Contractor

Monthly

Dedicated weighing waste streams

Waste Contractor

Quarterly

Construction waste reporting

Project Manager, Project Contractor

Monthly

Entering information into Envizi

Manager, Utilities

Monthly

Reviewing raw waste data

RMIT Environment Management

Monthly

Reviewing waste data

Sustainability, FAM, Suez, GJK

Quarterly

Tracking of targets

Sustainability, FAM, Airmaster

Quarterly

Waste Audit

Advisor, Environment Management

Ad-hoc

Report waste data

Senior Manager, Sustainability

Annually

5.2 Waste Reporting
Reporting of waste metrics is an important step in the waste management plan, as it
promotes understanding across all levels of the business and allows for benchmarking of
performance against other universities and similar industries.
The waste contractor is responsible for providing RMIT University with the raw waste data
monthly; this report must show the volume, waste stream and pick-up location of each
waste bin. The waste contractor is also responsible for providing dedicated weighing of
RMIT waste/recycling only on a quarterly basis, provided by type, weight and site. This
information is used by the Sustainability team to monitor the university’s waste profile; it
can be reviewed in monthly contract meetings with service providers to discuss how things
can be improved. Formal collation of construction waste data commenced in late 2018
and a baseline will be established in 2019 as per Operations Portfolio KPIs.
The Sustainability team is responsible for reporting RMIT’s waste profile in the RMIT
Sustainability Annual Report, which is a high-level public document. The report aligns with
the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI) Standard an internationally recognised framework for
sustainability reporting. Waste is reported under the GRI disclosure 306-2: Total Weight by
Disposal Method.

5. Monitoring, Reporting and Validation

5.3 Waste Audits
Waste audits are a formal assessment of individual bins in an area which gives accurate
data on waste composition to further help us understand problems and potential
opportunities. Given that RMIT waste data is currently based on the number of bins
collected and assumed average weights -a waste audit can strengthen reporting
methodologies and identify problems at the source. The results can measure the
effectiveness of initiatives and assist in engagement with stakeholders and contractors.

5.4 Validation
As RMIT proceeds with this waste management plan it becomes an important step
to validate any changes that are made to the waste system. This will ensure that the
systems RMIT have in place are actually working as first thought and help drive continual
improvement. The validation step should also help ensure that the changes are being
implemented as designed and if any tweaks need to be made.
RMIT Property Services will undertake regular reviews of waste data and feedback from
across the university to track how the waste systems are performing. These reviews may
result in changes to the waste systems to support continual improvement.

Waste data and feedback reviews
may result in changes to the waste
systems to support continual
improvement.
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6. Communication and Engagement
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The RMIT community of students and staff play a vital role in the effectiveness of our
waste management system. Clear and consistent information needs to be provided to our
stakeholders to ensure they dispose of items correctly and are empowered to minimise
their own waste footprint. Keeping stakeholders up to date on objectives, targets and new
initiatives can promote a positive community culture around waste management. Sharing
the challenge we face as an organisation can be a benefit for knowledge sharing and
generate innovative ideas.
Another important part of the plan is ensuring that all stakeholders are aware of their
roles and responsibilities and any issues with the plan are addressed early with corrective
actions put in place. The following section is used to discuss how communications and
engagement methods can be used to assist in the implementation and consistency of
approach in relation to waste management.

6.1 Stakeholder Identification and Engagement
A stakeholder engagement matrix has been used to identify all the relevant stakeholders
to this plan and provides analysis on their role in delivering the plan’s objectives. The
completed matrix is utilised internally by the Sustainability Team in Property Services and
is referenced in the development of communication and engagement activities. Table 4
below, provides a range of example initiatives that can be used to engage with the relevant
stakeholders.
Table 5: Initiatives for waste communication and engagement
Target Audience

Communications/ Engagement Initiatives

All

 Consistent signage across all bins, buildings and campuses.
 Utilise digital signage across the University with positive messaging to increase engagement
(colourful and fun).
 Set goals and target values that the University can work towards and be inclusive of the RMIT
community into achieving this target. Celebrate the success together.
 Update waste section on RMIT website to display up-to-date and accurate information.
 News items on RMIT home page carousel.
 Social media messaging.
 Positive messaging narrative.

Students

 Engagement through learning and teaching – supporting student projects.
 Sustainability Ambassadors – students participating in the program are provided with the resources and
training on waste management practices.
 Competitions and quizzes (interactive, repeatable, eye-catching).
 Video competition for creative student messaging on waste minimisation and recycling.
 Visual waste displays/signage and demonstrations to promote behavioural change.
 Social media posts.
 Interactive/art installations in high waste volume areas.
 Use of sustainability space to hold events to promote recycling.
 “Follow the waste” tour with SUEZ to further educate.
 Reverse vending machine.
 Campus store features reusable item displays.
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Target Audience

Communications/ Engagement Initiatives

Staff

 Demonstrate senior leaders are ‘walking the talk’ on waste.
 Green Impact – staff participating in the program are provided with the resources and training
on waste management practices.
 Clear guidance and stories on WorkLife site.
 Be open to feedback:
–– Prepare answers to questions
–– Match their concern with benefits
–– Provide examples of where the system has been implemented and is working

Retailers









Cleaning contractor

 Appropriate tender and procurement process of cleaning contract by RMIT to ensure sustainability
requirements are addressed.
 Ensuring cleaning contractor has procedures in place whereby staff are properly trained in waste
segregation and disposal.
 Providing a cleaning contractor with consistent information as to what contamination rates.
 Cleaners supplying visual (photos) materials that indicate contamination to RMIT.
 Monthly meetings reviewing recent data and sustainability KPI’s.

Waste contractor

 Appropriate tender and procurement process of waste contract by RMIT to ensure sustainability
requirements are addressed.
 Provision of the correct bins to RMIT.
 Ensuring waste contractor has procedures in place whereby staff are properly trained in waste
segregation and disposal. Monthly meetings reviewing recent data and sustainability KPI’s.

Holding inductions and include a briefing on waste management.
Bi-annual sustainability catch-ups.
Informal visits to retail tenancy to promote waste.
Signage displayed at point of sale promoting reuse and indicating packaging is recyclable.
Container reuse/recycle schemes (discounts) for cost/ environmental savings.
Keeping an open dialogue with retailers and empowering retailers to introduce their own ideas.
Promoting waste hierarchy.

6.2 Engagement Channels
There are several engagement methods which can be used to reinforce this plan and help
improve waste management initiatives, these include:
 Stakeholder meetings
 Toolbox talks
 Social media
 Sustainability newsletter
 Downloadable materials
 Website
 WorkLife update
 Visual waste displays
 Events
 Signage.

6. Communication and Engagement

6.3 Signage
Consistent signage across all bins, buildings and campuses is key to increasing recycling
rates and reducing contamination of recyclable waste streams. Given that RMIT has such
a diverse range of people that interact with the waste system, it is important to show both
textually and visually into which bin waste should be placed.
Example RMIT signage for the three primary waste streams are as follows:
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Appendix A: Waste Management
Design Specifications

RMIT require specific design and specification for waste management to comply with their
waste management contracts. All waste collection shall be designed to comply with the
following criteria:
 Provision shall be made for the sorting, segregation, compaction, storage and collection
of waste and recyclable materials.
 Waste and recycling requirements should be developed as part of a waste management
plan, in partnership with Property Services (FAM/Sustainability) and the RMIT cleaning
contractor.
 Paths of travel for the movement of bins, including goods lift access, as well as a clear
collection points shall be established as part of the waste management plan.
 Three-phase power shall be supplied for compaction/bailer technology.
 Suitable visual screening shall be provided around the waste disposal facility.
 Adequate space for large vehicles to enter and manoeuvre shall be provided. Loading
bays should have a clearance height of at least 3m.
 The pavement design shall be adequate to support large vehicles and to withstand ‘tyre
scrubbing’ forces arising from vehicle manoeuvring.
 Bin wash areas should be included, along with a large cleaner’s cupboard with storage,
sink and power points.
 Bin types specified for internal and external spaces shall be as specified in RMIT’s
standard bin specifications as shown on the following page.

Standard Bin Specifications
Office/Study Areas (No desk bins permitted)
Three Bin System
General Waste (red lid), Mixed Recycling (yellow lid), Paper & Cardboard (blue lid).
Supplier Specification
Source Separation Systems – MULTISORT SYSTEMS
 MULTISORT 60L BASE DARK GREY (MS-60L-DGRY)
 MULTISORT LGE LID LANDFILL (MS-LGE-LANR)
 MULTISORT LGE LID RECYCLE YELLOW (MS-LGE-RECY)
 MULTISORT LGE LID PAPER & CARDBOARD – BLUE (MS-LGE-PCSB)
Contact
Source Separation Systems
Phone: 02 4940 4648
www.sourceseparationsystems.com.au
Multi-sort quantities and space allocation
A set of three 60L bins (general waste, mixed recycling and paper & cardboard) should
serve 20–30 desks on an open floor plan, depending on the space layout.
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Example floor plan layout:

Kitchens/Kitchenettes
(No bins allowed in cabinetry)
Two Bin System
General waste (red lid), mixed recycling (yellow lid)
Supplier Specification
Source Separation Systems – MULTISORT SYSTEMS (details as above)
 MULTISORT 60L BASE DARK GREY (MS-60L-DGRY)
 MULTISORT LGE LID LANDFILL (MS-LGE-LANR)
 MULTISORT LGE LID RECYCLE YELLOW (MS-LGE-RECY)
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Other Spaces
Utility Areas
Space should be allowed for a 120L wheelie bin for paper recycling and a secure
destruction bin (wheelie bins supplied by waste contractor via Property Services).
Toilets
A general waste bin is to be provided in the handwashing area for miscellaneous
items (paper towels are only provided in accessible toilets).

Streetscape – External/Internal Circulation
Spaces (high spec, urban aesthetic)
Twin-Bin System
General waste (red signage) and mixed recycling (yellow signage)
Supplier Specification
FURPHY FOUNDRY
 Litter Receptacle 120lt RMIT Logo Custom (no ashtray)
 Recycling Receptacle 120lt RMIT Logo Custom
Finishes:
 External – Stainless steel
 Internal Circulation Spaces – Powder coated
Contact
FURPHY FOUNDRY
Phone: 03 9810 3183
www.furphyfoundry.com.au
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Appendix B: Operational Waste
Management Plan Guideline

This document gives an overview of what should be contained in an Operational Waste
Management Plan (OWMP). This document should be read in conjunction with the RMIT
Waste plan, as several the contents refer to it directly.
OWMP’s should be developed when dealing with a complex area where specialist
wastes are involved, major refurbishments or new builds. Additionally, OWMP’s can be a
requirement under certain Green Star certifications.
The OWMP should be developed in consultation with all the stakeholders involved,
including:
 Occupant or future occupant of the space
–– Can help with assumptions on waste generation rates and volumes, and how the
space will be used.
 Architect/ Designer/ Project Manager
–– Will be able to identify and develop pathways that incorporate good practice waste
management into the project.
 Property Services Facilities Asset Management representative
–– Will be responsible for managing the waste contractor to collected the wastes.
 RMIT cleaning and waste contractors
–– Ultimately responsible for how wastes will be cleared and the collection and disposal
of wastes.
 Property Services Sustainability Team
–– Can provide best practice guidance on waste management, and alignment to the
waste plan.
Individual plans are important due to the constraints discussed in Waste Plan and to
make it clear the how wastes are managed in specific areas; these can be used to inform
facilities managers and service providers on how to manage wastes in the most efficient
way to meet the objectives of the Waste plan.
RMIT University outlines this consistent approach to developing OWMP’s to better waste
management outcomes for larger projects and complex areas. The below section provides
a guide as to what should be included in an OWMP:

OWMP Guideline Contents
1. Introduction and scope – an overview of the area, why a plan is required, and any
constraints associated and scope of the plan.
2. Responsibilities – outline the roles and responsibilities of stakeholders in the plan.
3. Engagement – outline the engagement approach; this can be tailored from the RMIT
engagement approach for waste management systems. This may be as simple as
implementing signage and depend on the complexity of the project.
4. Land use and waste streams – document the functional use of the area and
explaining the different waste streams.
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5. Estimated generation rates – an overview of what the expected waste generation
rates are for each area.
6. Waste infrastructure – the required waste infrastructure (bin size, quantity, type,
signage and colour) given the estimated generation rates and the operational
constraints).
7. Waste travel paths – show how and when wastes will be collected from an area
within university grounds and explain the route the waste will take until it reaches the
final collection point for offsite disposal. Depending on the scope this may include
scaled waste management drawings.
8. Waste collection – detail the final collection point for offsite disposal, including pick-up
locations, collection frequencies and times. Depending on the scope this may include
scaled waste management drawings.
9. Measurement, monitoring and validation – how waste will be measured and
reported, such that it can inform RMIT how it is tracking with regards to waste
management. This is also used to validate waste generation volumes and the
effectiveness of waste systems.
Note: waste management plans should be developed in the design phase of a project to
ensure that the necessary space is allocated and infrastructure is put in place.

Estimated Waste Volumes
This section looks at how many bins are generally required for an area at RMIT using
standardised estimated generation volumes. This can be used in new and refurbished
buildings to ensure there is a consistent standard across the university. The aim of this is
to reduce the number of bins per floor to the efficient level and decrease cleaning costs. It
will also hopefully promote increased recycling rates. The estimate volumes are provided in
Table 6.
As these generation rates are estimates only, it is better to consult with the occupant of
the space to best understand the individual waste needs. The occupant will usually have
a better idea of the waste streams they produce and estimated volumes. However, these
estimates are useful when a space is being designed for a new occupant or for a general
space with multiple occupants.
 Inclusion – common spaces, student lounges, lecture theatres, external areas,
kitchenettes.
 Exclusions – specific need areas (e.g. labs, architecture, design, workshops, event
spaces, and fashion).
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Table 6: Waste Generation Rates
Paper & Cardboard

Actual
Bin Size

Type of premises

Landfill generation

Recycling Generation

Café (F&B outlet)

300 litres per 100
square metres of
floor area per day

200 litres per 100
square metres of
floor area per day

120L

Takeaway or café
(pre-packaged
food only)

150 litres per 100
square metres of
floor area per day

150 litres per 100
square metres of
floor area per day

120L

Education or training
(teaching space)

5 litres per 100 square
metres of floor area
per day or 0.5 litres
per student per week

5 litres per 100 square
metres of floor area
per day or 0.5 litres
per student per week

Student Lounges

60 litres per 100
square metres per day

60 litres per 100 square
metres per day

Offices/
Common Areas

10 litres per 100 square
metres of floor area per
day or 60L multi-sort set
per 25 desks.

10 litres per 100 square
metres of floor area
per day or 60L multisort set per 25 desks.

10 litres per 100 square
metres of floor area
per day or 60L multisort set per 25 desks.

60L

Library

20 litres per 100
square metre per day

20 litres per 100
square metre per day

20 litres per 100
square metre per day

60L

Shops (non-food)

50 litres per 100
square metres of
floor area per day

50 litres per 100
square metres of
floor area per day

Childcare

350 litres per 100
square metres of
floor area per week

350 litres per 100
square metres of
floor area per week

Printing Areas
(Utility Area)

–

–

5 litres per 100
square metres of
floor area per day

60L

60L

60L

240L per day

240L

Toilet Areas
Event Spaces
(Storey Hall)

60L

Validation
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11.2 Clearing and Disposal of Wastes
RMIT has in place work instruction for cleaning and waste contractors to follow. These
documents detail how work should be carried out to maximise the efficiency of the waste
management system and provide a consistent approach to how works are carried out.
RMIT Contractor Work Instruction
 Cleaning contractor work instruction (Appendix D)

11.2.1 Exclusions
To increase waste segregation and improve cost efficiencies, RMIT University will no longer
provide cleaning services to bins in the following locations:
 Lecture theatres or teaching spaces – bins should instead be placed in the common
area directly outside of these spaces for clearing of wastes.
 Individual under desk bins – these will now be the responsibility of the staff member to
decant wastes into the nearest centralised was multi-sort bin.
The reason for this is to promote better waste segregation rates; all wastes in under desk
bins are generally disposed of to landfill. Additionally, it reduces the number of bins that the
cleaning contractor has to service, this means that the amount of bins liners are reduced.
It also has the added benefit of getting people active during the day. Studies have shown
that getting up from a sitting position regularly, can have numerous health benefits and can
even improve productivity levels.
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Appendix C: Project Waste
Management Plan Checklist

WMP Checklist

1. Details
Name of project
2. Project Planning
Define persons with responsibilities in WMP
Communication of WMP to onsite personnel (e.g. induction)
3. Pre-construction/Design
Ensuring project design considers operational waste
requirements and integrates this into the design
Compliance with RMIT Design Guidelines Brief
Consider life cycle analysis – building for deconstruction e.g.
recyclable materials (compliance with ISO 550001 requirements)
Specification/procurement of products with recycled content
4. Demolition
Specification/procurement of waste disposal sub-contractor
Identify any items that can be reused elsewhere (e.g. furniture reuse)
Identify all demolition waste that can be recycled
Outline methodology for segregation of wastes
5. Construction activities
Delivery acceptance to ensure correct order received
Outline storage method to avoid degradation or damage
Minimisation of packaging coming on to site
Outline methodology for segregation of all wastes
Address litter management (neat and tidy site)
Outline methodology for disposal of wastes appropriately
(recycled, contaminated soils, wastewater)
Maintaining all records of waste disposed
(e.g. landfill, recycled, soil certificate’s)
6. Reporting
Monthly C&D diversion/ recycling waste report

Location in Document

Included

[Contractor to complete –
Insert page or section number
of WMP where information is
located or N/A]

[RMIT use only – to insert ‘’ if
criteria is adequately documented
or the appropriate feedback
reference in below table]
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Appendix D: Waste
Management Work Instruction

Waste Management Work Instruction
Scope:
This work instruction applies to the RMIT cleaning contractor
Aim:
To provide cleaning staff with a work instruction to improve the efficiency of the RMIT waste management system
and improve landfill diversion rates
Waste stream:
RMIT has three primary waste streams that are collected on a regular basis. Waste bins are colour coded to
correspond to these streams (Table 1) and waste acceptance criteria (Table 3)
Any bin on campus with no signage or colour shall be considered a general waste bin.
Table 1: RMIT waste streams

Colour

Stream

Red

General
waste (black
plastic liner)

Yellow

Mixed recycling
(clear plastic
liner or no liner)
NB: where no
liner is used,
provision must
be made to
wash bins.

Blue

Paper &
cardboard
(no liner)

Signage

Normal Bin Photo

Multi-Sort Photo
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Contamination limits
There is an approximately 10% contamination limit on what is accepted in each load at the
recycling facility.

Clearing of wastes
Cleaners are responsible for the clearing of waste from student/staff facing locations.
Waste streams should be kept separate at all times and remain in the appropriate waste
stream.
Where there is contamination (which cannot easily be removed) the cleaner must place the
contents into the general waste stream.

Decanting
Decanting is the process of transferring waste from one bin to another. Decanting is carried
out for the following purposes: to make handling waste volumes manageable; to ensure
that bins are at capacity for collection, and to increase the number of bin locations in low
volume areas.
Decanting should occur only when safe to do so, generally in bins which do not contain large
volumes of waste. Bins with large volumes of waste should be swapped out.
The following decanting process should be followed for each waste stream:
 ALL (RED, YELLOW, BLUE)
–– Where there are small volumes of waste in each stream, the contents of the bin can
be decanted directly into the appropriate stream (240L) without removing/replacing
the liner.
 General waste (RED):
–– Remove the liner containing waste from the bin and place directly in a corresponding
240L general waste stream (RED).
–– Replace the bin liner with a black plastic type.
 Mixed recycling (YELLOW):
–– Remove the liner containing recyclables from the bin (if there is no liner, the whole bin
should be decanted into recyclable stream)
–– Where no contamination occurs; the contents should be decanted from the liner into a
corresponding 240L mixed recycling (YELLOW).
–– Replace the bin liner with a clear plastic type, or no liner.
–– Bins with no liners should be regularly washed to avoid unpleasant odours.
 Paper and cardboard (BLUE)
–– Check for any contamination. Where there is contamination (which cannot easily be
removed) the cleaner must place the contents into the general waste stream.
–– Empty contents of bin into larger 240L paper/card bin (BLUE).
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Swapping out
Swapping out is when a bin is directly swapped for another bin. Swapping out is ideal for
high volume areas where bins fill quickly. Swapping out should only occur with 120/240L
wheelie bins where it is safe to do so.
The following process should be followed for all waste streams:
 Do a visual check of the inside of the bin; where more than 50% full, the bin should be
removed
 The bin must be replaced with an empty bin of corresponding size and type (e.g. if a red
general waste bin is swapped out, it must be swapped out with a red general waste bin)
 The full bin should be moved to the storage or pickup location
Table 2: Acceptance criteria for primary waste streams

General Waste (Landfill)
Accepted

Not Accepted

Plastic bags

Large heavy objects

Food waste

Regulated waste

Non-recyclable packaging

Concrete

Ceramics

Asbestos

Broken glass

Hot or smouldering waste

Polystyrene

Large containers (e.g. paint tins)

Contaminated paper & cardboard

Hazardous waste (e.g. biomedical waste)

Mixed Recycling (Commingled)
Accepted

Not Accepted

Plastics bottles and containers

Food waste

Milk and juice cartons

Plastic bags

Glass bottles and jars

Nappies

Recyclable packaging

Polystyrene

Aluminium cans

Waxed paper or cardboard

Steel cans

Ceramics, crockery or cookware
Hazardous materials
Coffee cups
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Paper and Cardboard
Accepted

Not Accepted

White and coloured paper

Food wrapping

Envelopes (including window face)

Paper towel

Manila folders

Tissues

Binder dividers

Waxed paper or cardboard

Cardboard sheet and boxes

Metal or plastic bindings

Glossy brochures

Plastic bags

Books

Coffee cups

Newspaper and magazines
Photocopy paper
Reports (including staples)
Note paper

Moving wastes to/from pick-up points
The cleaners are responsible for transporting bins to and from the pick-up locations for the
waste contractor.
Bins should only be transported to the pick-up location on the designated pick-up day
for those bins (see Table 3). This is to avoid contamination of waste streams by the waste
contractor (e.g. mixed recycling bins being emptied into the general waste truck).
Bins should be moved from the storage areas prior to the pick-up window times and
moved back into storage locations after the waste contractor has picked up the wastes.

Reporting of incorrect practice
Examples of incidents that should be reported by cleaners
 Construction waste being dumped into RMIT bins
 Retail tenancies with routinely contaminated waste streams
 Incorrectly labelled bins
 Waste contractor emptying recyclable bins into the general waste truck
Where reporting an incident photographic evidence would be beneficial. Ensure to not
capture any individual person in the photograph, but the issue itself.
The incidents should be reported to the site supervisor, who should report to the RMIT
facility management representative. Where issues cannot be solved or are ongoing the
facility management representative should be raised to the PSG Sustainability Team.
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Table 3: Waste collection frequency
City

Mon

Tues

Wed

Thurs

Fri

General Waste

6-8am

6-8am

6-8am

6-8am

6-8am

Mixed Recycling

6-8am

6-8am

6-8am

6-8am

6-8am

6-8am

Paper & Cardboard

Brunswick

Mon

General Waste

Tues

Wed

Thurs

Fri

7:30-10am

7:30-10am

7:30-10am

7:30-10am

7am-11am

Mixed Recycling

7-8am

Paper & Cardboard

Bundoora – East

Mon

Tues

Wed

7am-2pm

General Waste

7am-2pm

Paper & Cardboard

7am-2pm

General Waste

Mon
am

Tues

Fri
7am-2pm

Mixed Recycling

Bundoora – West

Thurs

Wed
am

Mixed Recycling

am

Paper & Cardboard

am

Thurs

Fri
am
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Given the nature of RMIT operations, the volumes of waste produced will vary
throughout the year. This can vary frequency of collections during these times.
The Facility Asset Maintenance team should work with the cleaning contractor
to modify cleaning schedules to meet demand in peak and non-peak periods.
Table 4: RMIT Peak and Non-Peak Periods
Peak periods

Non-peak periods

During the learning and teaching semester 1 & 2

Non-learning and teaching periods

At the end of each learning and teaching semester (generally
a clean-up of general area e.g. models, posters, portfolios etc.)

Over the Christmas break
Semester break between 1 & 2

Table 5: Waste Stream Matrix

Stream

Source

Collection

Bin

Contract

Manage

Data

End use

General Waste

All RMIT

GJK

60L -> 240L

Suez

PSG

Suez

Landfill

Mixed
Recycling

All RMIT

GJK

60L -> 240L

Suez

PSG

Suez

Recycled

Paper &
Cardboard

All RMIT

GJK

60L -> 240L

Suez

PSG

Suez

Recycled

Confidential

School

School

120/240L

School

School

School

Recycled

Furniture

CW

Allied Pickford

Furniture
Storage

Allied Pickford

PSG

Allied

Reuse

Batteries

All RMIT

Pick-up

CMA Ecocycle

PSG

CMA Ecocycle

Recycled

E-waste

Ad-hoc

Ad-hoc

6m3

–

ITS

Ad-hoc

Recycled

Printer

All RMIT

Ricoh

60L

Ricoh

ITS

Ricoh

Recycled

CFL’s

All RMIT

Airmaster

Airmaster

PSG

Airmaster

Recycled

Sanitary

Toilets/
childcare

Rentokil

26L

Rentokil

PSG

Rentokil

Landfill

Sharps

Labs

Rentokil

5-12L >

Rentokil

PSG

Rentokil

Landfill

Hazardous

School

School

Various

School

School

School

Landfill

Construction

Various

Various

Various

Various

PSG

Various

Recycled/
Landfill
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